[Clinical forensic imaging. Detection and documentation of internal injuries in living victims of violence].
External examination of the body surface with documentation of all visible findings can still be regarded as the status quo of clinical forensic injury assessment. It is obvious that internal findings cannot be detected using this technique. For obtaining such findings accessible well-established radiological techniques, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) should be used. Especially MRI with no damaging radiation exposure for the examined person allows the detection of internal soft tissue and organ damage and offers a great potential regarding new techniques for allowing insights into tissue composition and function. Furthermore, imaging data collected in clinical institutions before the patient was transferred to the department of legal medicine will play a major role in the future. Although these data were obtained based on a different approach, they provide excellent and recent information on injuries in the respective (current) case und can therefore be of high value for the forensic expertise.